HALF THE SKY: The Sahaja Yoga of the Woman of Great Beauty

THE MOTHER: ....... no religion, Universe, Quantum, Observer, Consciousness, Your-SELF;
HALF THE SKY: .... no religion, no judgment, Half The Sky, Mother Earth, THE MOTHER;
ESCHATOLOGY: ... all religions, Last Judgment, Devi-Messiah-Paraclete-Ruh, Eschaton-
Resurrection-Qiyamah Wind, Kalki-Second Coming, Global Warming

DECEMBER 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: "Christ has died; Christ has risen; Christ will come again." December 3, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: Between the lard of the Xinjiang yuan and ghee of the ... December 4, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: The Woman of Great Beauty “brought both Her Hands ... December 4, 2020
HALF THE SKY: That there is no “FATHER” except your fathers is the ... December 11, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: With Quantum Mechanics, THE MOTHER takes you back ... December 13, 2020

NOVEMBER 2020
THE MOTHER: The distance between THE HOLY SPIRIT and THE MOTHER is ... November 1, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: The matriarchal TAO of communist China will triumph over ... November 1, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: Part One: The Samsara of the Brides November 2, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: Jyoti Paswan: “I fear big cities. You feel so insignificant ... November 3, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: Today the Resurrection of THE MOTHER is like a dalit oasis in ... November 7, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: The vice-President is [now] only a heartbeat away from ... November 8, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: For the awakened, living is the crucifixion of ... November 13, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: This Diwali has made me shudder as in The Exorcist, ... November 15, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: Part Two: Samsara of the Widows November 18, 2020
HALF THE SKY: Dalai lamas have always thrown stones at HALF THE SKY November 21, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: The Vice-President is [now] only a heartbeat away from .... November 21, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: To all kaffirs of the Kaaba tomorrow: Islam is the fake news ... November 23, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: "The Paraclete provides a way for Jesus to continue to be ...." November 25, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: “And He has predicted that “I’ll send you the Holy Ghost”; ... November 25, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: For the subtle system of Shri Mataji, you need 1001 rituals ... November 28, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: Basically, I am asking how this mass possession of the minds... November 29, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: How many Sikhs will have ears that will now begin hearing ... November 30, 2020

OCTOBER
ESCHATOLOGY: The Mahadevi has whispered, “Jesus!” Those who hear ... Part 1 October 2, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: The Mahadevi has whispered, “Jesus!” Those who hear ... Part 2 October 2, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: The fake news of Yafur’s Muslimun and the Great News of ... October 3, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: For the awakened, the shortest mantra for women is “BEAUTY” October 4, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: “America is especially chosen by God and raised by God to ... October 4, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: The particle-wave Golgotha crucifixion of the Savior into the .... October 7, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: As the ten heads of Param Ravan hypnotizes Bharat Mata, .... October 8, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: Sunshine, thank you for the Silence of Your footsteps. October 8, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: The gravity of Trump’s gravitational pull on the tides of ... October 9, 2020
THE MOTHER: Only in the insignificance of ourselves can we see the ... October 9, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: QAnon and Proud Boys are virtual viruses of Der Führer’s ... October 11, 2020
THE MOTHER: The Age that has Come is for the Alejandras, Kirans, and Lalitas ... October 12, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: Only the opium of the Resurrection soothes the fentanyl of ... October 12, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: Those who have ears for Good Friday today will experience ... October 13, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: Amy Coney Barrett, who moans in tongues, is the sex doll ... October 13, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: 42% of Americans have lost their minds to the glossolalia of .... October 14, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: “America is especially chosen by God and raised by God ... October 14, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: Jesus is the crucifixion-particle of the Resurrection-Wave ... October 15, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: 2000 years ago Captain John Christ promised all particle- ... October 16, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: Between the money-making machine of Passover’s kosher .... October 17, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: Kuch bhol Prabhu yeh kya Maya! Yes, speak Almighty ... October 17, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: My birthday wishes for her Samasara century: Moksa! ... October 17, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: As 1000 Mahishasuras gather against the Savior’s Krucifixion ... October 18, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: Hyrine, you have made me proud of my departed daughter ... October 18, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: Between the fury of Mahathir baying for French blood and ... October 19, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: Khashoggi bin Trumpdin: “Saudi Arabia is especially chosen ... October 20, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: Without the Sword of Kalki’s Komforter, HALF THE SKY will .... October 20, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: Hyrine, you have made me proud of my departed daughter October 21, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: My birthday wishes for her Samsara century: Moksa! ... October 21, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: Without the Sword of Kalki and the Abhaya Mudra of the ... October 22, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: This 1993-94 Amrita was for National Geography apes to hear ... October 24, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: Mother Earth is the chrysalis for the awakened to evolve in ... October 25, 2020
MOTHER: I will put all this in a nutshell: There is a BEAUTY in this Moksa Lilaa. October 25, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: Israel’s birth May 14, 1948 yesterday and Adi-Shakti’s ... October 26, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: The kaffir of the Comforter cannot Dream of the idyllic ... October 29, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: The harem of underaged houris without pubic hair is the ... October 30, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: Hyrine, you have made me proud of my departed daughter ... October 30, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: Between the fury of Mahathir baying for French blood and ... October 31, 2020

SEPTEMBER
ESCHATOLOGY: After a two-thousand-year-old crucifixion, Jesus is ready... September 1, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: The Bibles of the Marlboro marauders are worth less than .... September 1, 2020
THE MOTHER: Mother Nature teaches in the language that all life learns, .... September 2, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: For the awakened, living is the crucifixion of awakening ... September 6, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: For eternal life to flourish on Earth for all Deuteronomy 30: ... September 7, 2020
THE MOTHER: Just like Mao Zedong and Xi Jinping, the Great MOTHER TAO .... September 8, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: Since there were no fish in the Arabian Desert and lobsters... September 11, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: The unforgivable sin for blaspheming the HOLY MOTHER .... September 11, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: The incinerators of a superior race terrified six million Jews ... September 12, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: And this Gospel of Mark 13 and Matthew 24 shall be ... September 12, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: The Jesus brought to remembrance by the Comforter is .... September 18, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: A moron is a religious fool following a sub-herd almost ... September 19, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: "Christ has died; Christ has risen; Christ will come again." ... September 20, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: Given that the Cool Breeze of the Holy Spirit started ... September 21, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: Given that Lalita’s* experience of the Cool Breeze of ... September 22, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: The Resurrection is not the salvation of penance, pain, ... September 28, 2020

AUGUST
THE MOTHER: Yes, it is time Balwinder to hear your defense of dishonest ... August 3, 2020
THE MOTHER: Greeta, Mother Nature is dying to sustain us. August 4, 2020
THE MOTHER: Meditation is merging into THE MOTHER. Awakening is Oneness. August 4, 2020
HALF THE SKY: Joining a church (mosque or temple) is like entering a ... (Take 1) August 5, 2020
THE MOTHER: “Ek onkar, satguru* prasad” (There Is One Creator this ...) August 6, 2020
THE MOTHER: Shri Maha-kailasa-nilaya “The one who knows this secret is ... August 7, 2020
HALF THE SKY: Can a Latina girl dream of being President of the United States? August 7, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: Going Home* is attaining moksha from Samsara, and ... August 12, 2020
THE MOTHER: As I meditate on the Sahasrara of Mother Earth (aurora borelias)... August 12, 2020
HALF THE SKY: A woman of color will bring Trump down this November. HALF ... August 13, 2020
HALF THE SKY: I can't wait for Kamala Harris to give hope to HALF THE SKY August 14, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: In the Kali Yuga that is Sushant, seek the Satya Yuga that is ... August 15, 2020
THE MOTHER: The living Modi will never find the Adi Yogi in Durga August 15, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: In the Kali Yuga that is Sushant, seek the Satya Yuga that is ... August 15, 2020
THE MOTHER: Trump was needed for Kamala Harris to rise. In Quantum the ... August 16, 2020
HALF THE SKY: I told Lalita point-blank: “You will be raped for life.” August 17, 2020
HALF THE SKY: “Without Lalita attaining a sound university education, the ... August 17, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: As practicing kaffirs* surrendering to An-Naba, the ... August 18, 2020
THE MOTHER: Yesterday THE MOTHER gave birth to tens of thousands of Ralias August 18, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: "The Son of Man is master even of the Sabbath." Usko ... August 22, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: “Now the principle of Mother is in every, every scripture August 23, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: We humans have Three Mothers. So declared the Paraclete. August 24, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: For the awakened, there is only one unforgivable sin. August 25, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: Hairean hua! Hairean hua! Sadiyon eesaeeyon aur ... August 26, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: “Ekela aaya tha ekela jainga.” That is how I felt too. August 26, 2020
THE MOTHER: Only in the myriad of forms is the formless Mother visible August 27, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: In Hairean hua you can hear the disloyalty Muslims have for ... August 27, 2020
THE MOTHER: One day the Mother will remove the illusion of the Father and ... August 28, 2020
ESCHATOLOGY: Humein bhi jalwa-gaah-e-naaz tak, lekar chalo Maula Is... August 28, 2020
THE MOTHER: The Resurrection gives to Quantum Mechanics what scripture … July 8, 2020
THE MOTHER: Consciousness is Mother Nature in evolution July 9, 2020
THE MOTHER: The color of black conscience-ness must prick white minds July 9, 2020
HALF THE SKY: Earth is the womb of the Womb. The womb is as sacred as the … July 11, 2020
HALF THE SKY: Oppression of women worldwide is “the paramount moral …” July 12, 2020
HALF THE SKY: At first Earth was just a tiny dot and he could not recognize it. July 13, 2020
HALF THE SKY: An answer that makes the most sense of existence, of who am I … July 16, 2020
HALF THE SKY: Earth is the womb of the Womb. The womb is as sacred as the … July 18, 2020
HALF THE SKY: The sacred tobacco of a pipe ceremony must awaken the … July 18, 2020
HALF THE SKY: She made me realize that since I could now pinch Her perked … July 18, 2020
HALF THE SKY: That Mother Earth may die is now both a scriptural and scientific … July 21, 2020
HALF THE SKY: Betrand’s 45 Anniversary July 24, 2020
THE MOTHER: Joining a church (mosque or temple) is like entering a disco and … July 25, 2020
THE MOTHER: Greeta, Mother Nature is dying to sustain us. July 28, 2020
THE MOTHER: Mother Nature is an experience for the living. Mother as Nature is … July 30, 2020
HALF THE SKY: For the awakened the shortest mantra for women is “BEAUTY” For the … July 30, 2020
HALF THE SKY: Lalita, Alejandra, and Kiran: “Before you invest this life into …” July 30, 2020

JUNE
HALF THE SKY: Sushant Singh is our Conscience-ness, our Thich Quang Duc June 22, 2020
THE MOTHER: Between the tick and the tock of the rat race lies the Silence … June 27, 2020
THE MOTHER: The answer to the Big Question? … has been blowin’ in the wind June 5, 2020